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Introduction
 Until very recently, Big Data and

machine learning was not
something most economists were
concerned with
 But then, much attention was paid

to Varian (2014) in the Journal of
Economic Perspectives:
“In fact, my standard advice to
graduate students these days is go
to the computer science department
and take a class in machine
learning.”
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What is new about Big Data?
 Definition is unclear

…but it is certainly not just about the
data.
‘New’ methods and tools!

New data?

Source: datapopalliance.org






Large N
Large P
Real time
High frequency
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Computational statistics
Artificial intelligence
Machine/statistical learning
‘Data Science’
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Statistical learning/machine learning vs. ‘classical econometrics’


“Understanding data”



Since the late 1980s, “… statistical learning has emerged as
a new subfield in statistics, focussed on supervised and
unsupervised modelling and prediction”.



An important distinction:
–
‘classical’ methods in econometrics solve estimation
problems
 with assumptions about (linear) data generation
processes (e.g. Y = X𝛽 + 𝜖) and distributions of
variables involved
 deriving algebraic solutions to estimation problems
(e.g. OLS  β = X ′ X −1 X ′ Y)
 employing a frequentist approach to hypothesis
testing
–
vs. computational methods that solve estimation
problems
 by exploiting computational power in combination
with re-sampling methods
 derive highly non-linear, algorithmic solutions
 and make little assumption about the data
generating process

 I would consider methods that fall under the second

definition as ‘new’ statistical learning in the narrow sense
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Statistical learning: taxonomy of estimation problems

 Supervised learning:
–

Learn something about the
relationship between features (x)
and outcome measures (y), often
out-of-sample prediction
(E Y = f(x)) and regularisation
(What are good predictors of y?)

 Unsupervised learning:
–

Spot patterns and structure in
the data (only x data), often
summarisation

June 2017
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Supervised learning approaches: some examples
Regression trees:
– Applicable for non-linear prediction
problems
– Re-sampling used to identify ‘depth’ of
regression trees
 LASSO regression:
– Quite well-known ‘penalised’ regression,
where RSS is minimised subject to
absolute value of estimated coefficients
– Re-sampling used to identify ideal
penalty term
– Applicable for regularisation, i.e.
selection of best sub-set of
explanatory variables
 Vectors support machines
 Combinations!
– Generally perform better than any
singular predictor


 Re-sampling is always crucial to ‘tune’

models.
Note that this requires computational
power
Source: ISLR.
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Statistical learning: the importance of cross-validation for model
fitting
The basic idea in a prediction context:
– Use part of your data to ‘train’ your
model
– Use the other part to ‘test’ it –
compare prediction to truth
– Repeat several times with different
splits
– Estimate your average performance
(e.g. mean squared error)
 This can be employed both for
– Model assessment
– Model selection
 Choose model specification that
minimises your estimated MSE
 Process avoids overfitting (insample performance vs out-ofsample performance)
 Note: this is an entirely empirical
method of choosing your best model.


Source: kaggle.com
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Statistical learning: strengths …
 Strengths:
–

–

–

–

Out-of-sample prediction and
regularisation
‘Deep learning’ - computer just
won against human in Go
Can make use of all the Big Data
around
Extremely powerful with large
datasets
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Statistical learning: strengths … and weaknesses
 Inference
–

–

–

No direct interest in parameter
estimation
 E.g. from a regression tree
prediction, it is not possible to
directly get 𝛽
No direct interest in underlying
data generation structure
 Different prediction functions
might have similar performance
Prediction is not causal inference
 Predicting outcomes well does
not directly help with
counterfactual problem
 But – this is what we want to
solve in impact evaluations!
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How can machine learning be employed to help with causal
inference?
 The distinction ML as

prediction/regularisation tool vs causal
inference is not really as clear-cut.
 There is an emerging literature on this
topic:
– American National Academy of
Sciences had a colloquium on
“Drawing Causal Inference from Big
Data” in 2015
– Justin Grimmer, Stanford, 2014: “We
are all Social Scientists Now”
– Sendhil Mullainathan and Jann
Spiess, JEP Spring 2017: “Machine
Learning: an Applied Econometric
Approach”
June 2017
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How can machine learning be employed to help with causal
inference?
Three main areas that I observe in evaluation work:
 Prediction as part of an estimation procedure: in many cases, causal inference

requires a ‘prediction step’
– Instrumental Variables:
 First stage: predict 𝑥 using instruments (z)
 Second stage: OLS on 𝑦 = 𝑥𝛽 + 𝜖
 Hence, you can use ML to improve the first stage
– Predicting counterfactuals when having ‘big data’
 E.g. UN Global pulse: “Using Financial Transactions Data to Measure
Economic Resilience to Natural Disasters” (2016)

 Data-mining to find heterogeneous treatment effects and assess robustness of

estimates to model selection
– A lot of work by Susan Athey at Stanford
 Regularisation to prevent model misspecification
–

This is what we are looking at at OPM
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The problem: model misspecification – an example


Example taken from Victor Chernozhukov’s
webpage (MIT)
–
Note: ‘big data’ context with large p
–
Published in JEP, Spring 2014, Vol. 28 (2), pp.
29-50.



Acemoglu, Johnson, Robinson (2001): The effect of
institutions on the Wealth of Nations
–
Outcome: GDP per capita of countries today
–
Effect of interest: quality of institutions (D)
–
Instrument used: early settler mortality (Z)
–
Covariates:
 Basic: constant and latitude
 Flexible: transformations of latitude and
continent dummies
Problem: regularisation bias or OVB
–
Can we drop the flexible controls?





Solution: double selection using Machine Learning
(LASSO)
–
Select covariates that predict Y and
–
Select covariates that predict D or Z

 This applies more generally to approaches that rely
on controlling for observable covariates
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The problem: model misspecification in non-experimental impact
evaluations
 In practice, many impact evaluations

rely on conditional independence or
unconfoundedness assumption:
𝑌1 , 𝑌0 ⊥ 𝑇|𝑋
– “Conditional on covariates,
treatment assignment (T) is
independent of the potential
outcomes.”
 This includes popular methods, such

as e.g. PSM and regression
approaches used in quasiexperimental evaluations
 Selecting the right covariates, i.e.
correct model specification is
important to derive unbiased
estimates of treatment effects
June 2017
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Preventing model misspecification in evaluations




Approaches that are used for covariate
selection:
–
Theory
–
‘Deep knowledge’
Potentially dangerous?
–
Survey data commonly has many
variables (200+) – these can be combined
in many ways to create ‘flexible controls’
–
It is likely that outcomes are related to
covariates in complex, non-linear ways
–
Risk of omitted variable bias is large



What is commonly done to address this:
–
Show robustness of results to different
specifications



What we are working on:
–
Using algorithmic (stepwise
regressions/LASSO) regularisation for
principled model selection in quasiexperimental impact evaluations
 PSM approaches (EQUIP-T and CLP-2
Evaluations)
June 2017
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Preventing model misspecification: example of PSM


PSM requires including the right set of
covariates in the first-stage PS estimation
–
“Right set” means all covariates relevant to
control for selection bias (i.e. related to
treatment and outcome)
–
These can be non-linear transformations
(polynomials, interactions) of basic
covariates
–
Survey data often gives the possibility of
controlling for 100+ covariates – together
with transformations, this gives a very
large set of potential covariates (large P).



The approach we are testing (inspired by
double ML literature):
–
Step 1: run algorithmic selection (stepwise
regressions, LASSO) on both treatment
and outcome, using basic covariates.
–
Step 2: repeat including transformations.
–
Step 3: predict PS using the union of
selected variables.
–
Step 4: perform matching and balancing
tests using different matching approaches
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Conclusion: three main points
 Statistical/machine learning is here to

stay - ‘classical’ econometric approaches
will be mixed with computational methods
more frequently for inference purposes.

 Much of this still sits in academic

departments but slowly feeding into
mainstream applied work.
 Some promising areas:
–
–
–

–

Predicting counterfactuals
IVs
In the context of RCTs: identifying
heterogeneous treatment effects using
principled data mining.
Quasi-experimental and
observational inference: preventing
model misspecification.
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Thank you

